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Abstract. This paper analyzes the process of  industrial diversification in the countries that 
were part of  the European Union (EU-27) and those that were the target of  the European 
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) in the period 1995–2010 by means of  world trade data derived 
from the BACI database (elaborated UN Comtrade data). Our results show that in both the 
EU-27 and the ENP countries, the evolution of  the productive structure—as proxied by the 
export mix—is strongly path-dependent: countries tend to keep a comparative advantage 
in products that are strongly related to their current productive structure, and they also 
diversify in nearby products. However, this effect is much stronger for ENP countries, 
signalling their lower resources and capabilities to diversify in products that are not very 
related to their productive structure. We also show that the future export structures of  
countries are affected by their imports: both the EU-27 and ENP countries keep a 
comparative advantage in products that are strongly related to their imports, but only EU 
countries show a strong capability to diversify in new products from related import sectors. 
Our results also hold when controlling for geographical and institutional proximity.
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Introduction
The evolution of the productive structure of countries is a relevant topic from both an academic 
and a policy point of a view. There is a strong heterogeneity in what countries produce, that has 
important implications for their economic development and wealth. The traditional paradigm of 
trade theory suggests that this heterogeneity should reflect underlying characteristics of countries, 
i.e. factor endowments or productivity. However, recent developments in the international trade 
literature question this paradigm by showing that the current productive structure of a country is 
affected by its own past productive structure, through a path-dependent process governed by the 
relatedness between products (Hausmann and Klinger, 2007). Products are related because they 
share similar resources: knowledge bases, skills of the workforce, organizational arrangements, 
and supporting institutions (Essleztbichler, forthcoming). Countries can use these resources 
to diversify into new products: the more related the products, the easier it will be to leverage 
existing resources to develop a new product. The resulting diversification process is strongly 
(1) The meaning and role of path dependence in economic geography, and more generally in social 
sciences, is currently a debated topic in the field (David, 2007; Henning et al., 2013; Martin and 
Sunley, 2006; Page, 2006). It is important to stress, however, that we share with the previous literature 
on relatedness and diversification the idea that path-dependence is not just the lock-in induced by 
small, random events in the past, but an evolutionary process in which economic and spatial outcomes 
emerge by the interaction between structures laid down in the past and the behavior of agents.
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path-dependent, in that the current set of diversification opportunities is constrained by the 
history of the diversification process itself.1

In this paper, we propose two contributions to the relatedness and diversification 
literature. First, we claim that the path-dependent process of product diversification is driven 
not only by each country past productive structure, but also by its relationships with other 
countries: countries are not isolated monads, but are embedded in several networks through 
different channels, such as geographical proximity, political relations, and international trade. 
These relationships affect the diversification into new products, by changing the structure of 
economic incentives, or by providing learning opportunities.

Second, we claim that the constraints of path-dependence are not equally binding for all 
countries. Capabilities may refer to very different domains: while some capabilities are important 
only for specific products or groups of products (e.g. specific technological knowledge), there are 
also capabilities that are relevant for all products, and are also country specific (e.g. institutions 
favoring or hindering entrepreneurship). Capabilities applying to many or all products provide a 
strong advantage for countries, by reducing the difficulty of diversifying into a new product and 
therefore also the role that product relatedness plays in this process. On the contrary, countries 
endowed mostly with capabilities specific to some products are more strongly constrained in their 
diversification process, because they are forced to rely exclusively on the links between products. 
Similar considerations apply also to learning: while some learning certainly occurs at the product 
level, absorptive capacity is an attribute that differs across firms (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) and 
countries (Griffith et al., 2004; Mancusi, 2008). Countries with higher learning capabilities can 
exploit their network relations to gain the necessary knowledge to diversify into new products.

We will test these ideas by investigating the process of industrial diversification in the 
countries that were part of the European Union (EU-27) and those that were the target of 
the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) over the period 1995–2010. These countries 
provide an excellent setting for our analysis. First, it is possible to draw a clear-cut distinction 
between two groups of countries, with the EU group endowed with more general capabilities 
as an effect of the economic, political and institutional reforms induced by the accession 
process to the union. Second, the whole set of countries is also characterized by very close 
geographic, trade, and political relationships.2 To approximate the productive structure of 
countries, we will make use of world trade data that are derived from the BACI database 
(elaborated UN Comtrade data). Our results show that the evolution of the productive 
structure of countries—as proxied by their export mix—is strongly path-dependent: countries 
tend to keep a comparative advantage in products that are strongly related to their current 
productive structure, and they also diversify in related products. This effect is much stronger 
for ENP countries, signalling their lower capabilities to diversify in products that are not very 
related to their productive structure. We also show that the productive structures of countries 
are affected by their imports: countries keep a comparative advantage in products that are 
strongly related to their imports, but only EU countries (and not the ENP countries) show a 
strong capability to diversify in new products from related import sectors.

In the next section, we present the theoretical framework. Then we illustrate the 
methodology and the data. In the subsequent section, we present descriptive and econometric 
analyses. We conclude by discussing the policy and theoretical implications.

The structure of the product space, diversification, and relatedness
A striking characteristic of modern economies is the rich variety of the products they are 
able to provide. Some of the founding fathers of the economic science (Smith, 1776; Young, 

(2) Moreover, ENP countries are also relevant from the policy perspective, as highlighted in the 
Introduction and other papers included in this Special Issue.
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1928) recognized that product heterogeneity matters, and that different products may have 
very different effects on the growth of countries. A more precise and formal account of these 
ideas has been provided by introducing the concept of product space (Hidalgo et al., 2007). 
The product space can be thought as a network representation of products—which are the 
nodes of the network—linked by their degree of relatedness, which is the extent to which 
they share similar resources and capabilities. By using international trade data to depict the 
product space, Hidalgo et al. (2007) showed that some products are in a dense part of the 
network—that is, they are related to many other products—whereas other products are in the 
periphery. This has important implications for economic performance: countries specialized 
in products located in the dense part of the product space have higher growth rates than 
countries specialized in more peripheral products.

Behind this result lies the idea of product relatedness as the commonality of resources 
and capabilities. If a country is specialized in a certain product, it clearly has the resources 
and capabilities to produce it. Resources and capabilities can be more easily redeployed to 
produce related products—that is products that require analogous capabilities. Therefore, 
countries specialized in products located in the dense part of the product space will have 
more opportunities to diversify into new products by redeploying their current capabilities 
and will have higher growth rates. Recent empirical evidence confirms the role played by 
capabilities in the diversification process. Industry case studies show that the most successful 
firms in new industries are founded by entrepreneurs with experience in related industries: 
many carriage-makers were able to redeploy their experience in the newly born automobile 
industry in the US (Klepper, 2002), and the dominant firms in the US radio industry also 
dominated the subsequent television receiver industry in the US (Klepper and Simons, 2000).

Although widely used in the literature, there is no consensus about the definition of resources 
and capabilities. At the firm level, resources are firm-specific assets (Teece et al., 1997) and 
capabilities identify complex routines or collection of routines that give an organization a set 
of options for producing specific outputs (Winter, 2003). Both are important sources of firms’ 
competitive advantage because they cannot be easily imitated (Dosi et al., 2000). At the level 
of a geographical unit—a region (Lawson, 1999) or a country (Lall, 1992)—capabilities 
are not simply the aggregation of local firms capabilities3: interdependencies and systemic 
elements need to be taken into account (von Tunzelmann, 2009a).

Finer distinctions between resources, services, competences and capabilities (von 
Tunzelmann, 2009b) play an important role for detailed analyses of the drivers of these elements 
in different contexts (Iammarino et al., 2008, 2012). However, for the sake of our argument, 
the key attributes are those providing competitive advantage: resources and capabilities must 
be valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (Barney, 1991). This applies as well to 
regional and country resources and capabilities that need to be localized and non-tradable to 
provide comparative advantage (Lawson, 1999; Neffke et al., 2014). Again, evidence of the 
role of capabilities emerges from works showing that relatedness is a fundamental driving 
force of diversification at the regional scale (i.e. the sub-national scale) in countries like 
Sweden (Neffke et al., 2011) and the US (Essleztbichler, forthcoming). Moreover, the related 
diversification process is stronger at the regional than the country level (Boschma et al., 2013), 
and this reinforces the idea of non-tradable and localized resources and capabilities.

Neffke et al. (2014) identify also another attribute of resources and capabilities, which 
is relevant in this context. Resources are specific to the economic activities they are used 
in: specialized suppliers or specialized labor pools are valuable for the sector in which the 
specialization occurs, but not necessarily for all other sectors. Capabilities are high-level 

(3) In the same way that organizational capabilities are not simply the aggregation of the individual 
skills of its members (Nelson and Winter, 1982).
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routines or collection of routines, and therefore share the attributes of routines: they have 
specific patterns and objectives (Winter, 2003).

At a deeper look, however, the role and the extent of product specificity of resources and 
capabilities raise some issues. First of all, the concept of product space based on relatedness 
requires that resources and capabilities are not too specific, since they must be redeployed 
from a sector to another one. Second, specificity can be conceived as a matter of degree: there 
are some resources and capabilities that are very specific and can be redeployed only to a 
limited number of products and sectors, and there are some resources and capabilities that are 
less specific and can be applied to a variety of products and sectors. Third, it is also possible 
to conceive very general elements that apply virtually to all products and sectors within a 
geographical unit. These elements are similar to resources and capabilities in that they are 
localized and non-tradable—and therefore they provide comparative advantage. They can 
include both tangibles (e.g. infrastructure) and intangibles (e.g. institutions4), and for analogy 
we can label them as general resources and capabilities.

The existence of general resources and capabilities has important implications for 
the analysis of the diversification process based on relatedness. Countries well endowed 
with general resources and capabilities will be less constrained by specific resources and 
capabilities in the diversification process and will have more opportunities for unrelated 
diversification. On the contrary, countries where general resources and capabilities are weak 
or absent, the introduction of new industries is constrained within the limits of relatedness.

Consider the following example. There are two countries A and B, where only A is 
endowed with general resources and capabilities: for example, in country A markets for 
technologies (Arora et al., 2001) are well developed or the conditions for the creation of 
spinoffs (Klepper, 2007) are favorable. Let F be a biotechnology company specialized in 
cancer diseases. If the company discovers a new drug related to a different type of cancer, 
then it will be profitable to exploit it both in country A and in country B. However, if the new 
drug refers to a quite different domain (say, organ transplant rejection), it would be much 
easier to exploit it if F is located in country A, where diversfication in unrelated industries 
is easier. In fact, even if F does not exploit the innovation directly, if in country A there are 
effective markets for technology or conditions enabling the creation of spinoffs other firms 
will exploit the innovation and we will observe that country A diversifies in the new product, 
whereas this would not happen in country B.

Summing up, our first claim is that the path-dependent process driving the diversification 
into new industries offers different degrees of freedom in different countries. In countries 
endowed with general resources and capabilities, we will observe a lower role of relatedness 
between products, whereas in countries where general resources and capabilities are lacking, 
we expect the opposite pattern.

A natural follow-up question is to ask whether there is any other condition that might 
reduce the strength of path-dependence in the diversification process. The productive 
structure of a country is affected by its own past history, but is also embedded in a network 
of relationships. It is certainly possible that these relationships can exert some influence on 
the direction and the intensity of the diversification process. Here we will consider in detail 
trade relationships. In the theoretical literature on international trade, it is not uncommon 
to find references to the possibility of learning from exports and imports (see e.g. Redding, 
2010). At the empirical level, though, there is quite a lot of variation. Macro-level studies 
refer to the effects of trade on productivity and growth of countries (Singh, 2010) or regions 
(Boschma and Iammarino, 2009), and then they infer that some learning might explain the 
observed outcomes.

(4) Boschma and Capone (2015) explore in detail the role of institutions in the diversification process.
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More details on the mechanisms can be found in micro-level studies (Wagner, 2007, 
2012). A well documented stylized fact is that firms engaging in exports have higher 
productivity: empirical evidence shows that this is at least partially due to self-selection 
of better firms into exporting behavior (Lileeva and Trefler, 2010). There is much less 
consensus on the existence of ex-post effects: some studies tend to suggest economies of 
scale explanations rather than learning (Silva et al., 2012), but there is also evidence of 
learning when using innovation measures (patents) rather than productivity (Alcacer and 
Oxley, 2014).

However, the situation is reverted in the case of imports: there is limited evidence for 
self-selection in importing activities, because of fixed costs (Altomonte and Békés, 2010), 
while much more convincing is the case for indirect forms of learning (Castellani et al., 
2010). In fact, importing firms may exploit the availability of more variety in inputs and also 
the possibility that imported products embody higher quality. These processes are feasible 
even when absorptive capacity by firms is missing, because characteristics embedded in 
products do not require actual learning by firms. However, they might not be profitable in 
all countries: the availability of fitter and higher quality inputs can be exploited only when 
there is a demand (internal or foreign) that is sensitive to these issues. Otherwise, imports will 
have no impact on the probability of moving into new products. Imports might also operate 
on diversification through channels other than learning. Strong imports in a sector signal 
relevance of this sector for the productive structure of a country, and therefore provide a 
strong incentive for firms in the country to move into it. Still, if production was not occurring 
before, the required capabilities should be developed and this could be more difficult when 
suffering from strong international competition.

More generally, trade relationships might also signal other type of links between 
countries, such as mobility of workers or cultural similarities, that could also favor learning 
opportunities or provide pressure to remain active in sectors that were already well developed 
in the past. This is the reason why in our analysis we also control for geographical and 
cultural proximity.

The importance of geographical proximity is explained by the famous first law of 
geography: “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than 
distant things” (Tobler, 1970). More specifically, capabilities diffuse usually at quite a short 
range, because they are essentially based on tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1962) that can be 
transmitted through mechanisms of social interactions, such as the mobility of workers 
(Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Breschi and Lissoni, 2009). Recent empirical evidence shows 
that distance matters also for the evolution of the productive structure of countries and their 
diversification paths (Bahar et al., 2012). Geographical proximity is also important as a 
control variable to examine trade relationships, since it is well known that trade is more 
intense at short distances (Leamer and Levinsohn, 1995), a finding which is confirmed for 
the EU-ENP countries (Petrakos et al., 2013).

We also consider the role that common culture can play, and in particular the existence 
of a colonial relationship between countries in the past. The colonial experience can have 
important and long-lasting effects on the economic performance of countries (Acemoglu 
et al., 2001). In our particular case, the presence of institutions developed by the colonizers 
or the diffusion of the language of the colonizing country might ease the transfer of tacit 
knowledge between two countries and therefore favor the diversification into products 
already present in the other country.

Summing up, our second claim is that the evolution of the productive structure of countries 
is affected by international trade relationships. In our analysis, we will focus specifically on 
imports, but we will also look at the impact of the productive structure of countries embedded 
in the trade network, that is of origin and destination countries.
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Methodology and data
In our empirical analysis, we use country-level world trade data from the BACI database 
for the period 1995–2010 (Gaulier and Zignago, 2010). This database is developed from 
UN Comtrade data using a procedure that reconciles the declarations of the exporter and the 
importer, allowing to extend considerably the number of countries with available trade data, 
including many countries in the European Neighbourhood Policy group. Moreover, data are 
available at a high level of product disaggregation (6-digit Harmonized System), although for 
the current analysis we use a 4-digit level, which includes 1,241 different products.5 Although 
international trade data do not match perfectly internal production activities, resources and 
capabilities,6 they provide a reasonable approximation of the industrial structure of countries, 
especially in cross-country comparisons: for this reason, they have been extensively used in 
past studies at the country (Hidalgo et al., 2007) and regional level (Boschma and Iammarino, 
2009; Boschma et al., 2013). Moreover, relatedness indexes have been constructed in specific 
settings using different types of data, such as production at the firm level in the US (Bryce 
and Winter, 2009) and at the plant level in Sweden (Neffke et al., 2011), and yield results 
analogous to those obtained with trade data. We also use bilateral data about the distance 
between countries and the presence of colonial relationship from the CEPII GeoDist database 
(Mayer and Zignago, 2011). Descriptive statistics and correlations for all indicators described 
in this section and the variables used in the econometric analysis are reported in Appendix 1.

These data are used to build a set of indicators that capture the effects outlined in the 
theoretical section. Our first claim is that the effect of relatedness differs across countries: 
therefore, we need an indicator of relatedness. To this purpose, we follow closely the approach 
outlined by Hidalgo et al. (2007) and Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). Boschma et al. (2012) 
showed that this relatedness measure performs better in the analysis of related variety and 
growth with respect to the alternative ex-ante (Frenken et al., 2007) and ex-post measures 
of related variety (Porter, 2003). Our starting point is the concept of comparative advantage 
developed by Balassa (1965). A country has a comparative advantage in a product i when the 
share of this product in its exports is larger than the share of the product in the world exports.

The next step is the computation of a measure of proximity between products or industries. 
The proximity (φ) between two products (i and j) in a given year t can be formally expressed as:

 
( ) ( ){ }| , |, , , ,min P x x P x xi,j,t i t j t j t i tϕ =  (1)

that is, the proximity between product i and j in year t is the minimum between the conditional 
probability of having a comparative advantage in product i given a comparative advantage 
in product j, and the conditional probability of having a comparative advantage in product 
j given a comparative advantage in product i. The rationale behind the proximity measure 
is that if two products are related because they require similar institutions, infrastructure, 
productive inputs, organizational routines and capabilities, and technology, they are more 
likely to be produced together in the same country. Conditional probabilities rather than joint 
probabilities must be used, so that the measure is not affected by the relevance of the products 
in world trade. The minimum between conditional probabilities is used in order to ensure a 
symmetric and conservative measure.

Proximity is a property referring to the link between two products. In order to analyze 
countries, we need to place them in the product space. This can be done by using a density 

(5) We use 4-digit rather than 6-digit data, because the computation of conditional probabilities is highly 
demanding for memory.
(6) This is due to the fact that many exports products require imported intermediate inputs. Moreover, 
trade data are also biased towards manufacturing.
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indicator that measures how close a product is to the current productive structure of a country. 
Formally, density can be expressed as follows:

 
 
 (2)

where φ represents proximity (between product i and product j), and x takes the value of 1 if 
country c has a comparative advantage in product j at time t, and zero otherwise. So, density 
around product i will be high if a country has a comparative advantage in most of the products 
related to the focal one. At the very extreme, it will be equal to 1, if a country has a comparative 
advantage in all products with a non-zero proximity to the focal product. Conversely, density 
around product i will be low (zero) if a country does not have a comparative advantage in 
most (any) of the products related to the focal one.

Our second theoretical claim refers instead to trade relationships. To capture the role of 
imports, we adapt the density indicator and develop an import density measure. The formal 
definition is analogous to the definition of density:

 
 
 (3)

However, here m takes the value of 1 if product j has a higher share in the imports of 
country c than in the world imports (we could say if country c has a comparative “advantage” 
in importing product j), and zero otherwise. So, import density around product i will be high 
if a country has a comparative “advantage” in importing most of the products related to the 
focal one. Conversely, import density around product i will be low if a country does not have 
a comparative “advantage” in importing most of the products related to the focal one. In other 
words, this measure reflects the extent to which a country imports products that are related 
to the focal one—as related products should offer better learning opportunities to develop a 
comparative advantage.

Besides imports in a country, we also consider the productive structure of its trade 
partners. We employ two different strategies to select the relevant trade partners. First, we 
consider the most preferred countries in the trade relationships (Pinna, 2012). We use the 
comparative advantage of both the most preferred origin (the country with the highest share 
in the focal country-industry imports) and the most preferred destination (the country with 
the highest share in the focal country-industry exports).

Second, we specify a more detailed measure by considering all trade relationships. Rather 
than considering only one country, we use a weighted sum of the comparative advantage 
indicator of all the partner countries. The weight is given by the share of the partner country 
in the imports (exports) of the focal country-industry. Formally, the weighted comparative 
advantage indicator wca can be expressed as:

 
 (4)

where xi,b,t is the comparative advantage indicator of country b in product i at time t, Mc
i,b,t is 

the value of country c imports of product i from country b at time t, and Mc
i,t is the total value 

of country c imports in product i. In the case of destinations, exports values are used instead 
of imports values. The weighted measure has a clear advantage with respect to the previous 
one (most preferred countries), because it is more detailed and it exploits all the available 
information, but it is also more difficult to provide an interpretation of its effects.

Since trade relationships are affected by geographical and institutional links, we include 
also some indicators referring to these factors as control variables in our analysis. We consider 
two forms of geographical proximity: sharing a border and simple distance between capital 
cities. In both cases, we use the comparative advantage of a proximate country. However, 
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for each product category, we choose the country that has the highest comparative advantage 
ratio among the closest countries, that can be either all countries sharing a border,7 or the four 
nearest countries according to the mentioned distance. We use a similar indicator also for 
the colonial relationship. In this case, the comparative advantage is selected among all the 
countries that had a colonial link with the focal country.

Results
We start our analysis by describing the main patterns emerging from the data. First, we 
replicate in our sample the following stylized fact: countries have a higher probability to 
develop a comparative advantage in products characterized by higher density. Figure 1 
presents the probability of developing a comparative advantage in a new product (five 
years later) for different density ranges in the EU (a) and ENP (b) case, respectively. In both 
cases, higher levels of density correspond to higher probabilities to develop a comparative 
advantage in new products. However, there are two important differences between the two 
groups. First, among the ENP countries, there are no products with density higher than 0.4, 
while from this level on, EU countries have the highest probability to develop a comparative 
advantage in new products. Second, for almost all levels of density, ENP countries have a 
higher probability to develop a comparative advantage in new products.

Interesting details emerge from a more disaggregated representation. In Figure 2, we 
plot average density in products with no comparative advantage against the number of 
new products where a comparative advantage has been developed five years later, for three 
different points in time (a: 1995; b: 2000; c: 2005). A positive relationship is evident in all 
cases. However, the plots also show a stronger relationship at lower average densities, and a 
higher variation over time in the number of new products for ENP countries. So, both Figure 
1 and Figure 2 hint at the existence of a difference in the effect of density between EU and 
ENP countries.

What about import density? Remember that the density indicator measures the closeness 
of a good to the productive structure of a country. Density drives the evolution of countries 
productive structure, because it is easier for them to move to related products. The meaning 
and impact of import density are less clear-cut. A product with high import density is related 
to goods that are strongly needed in the country: this could be an important incentive for 
the country to produce it locally and could also provide an opportunity for learning from 
international trade. However, import density could also signal the lack of significant 
production capabilities: in this case, high import density would not be a driver for the 
evolution of the country productive structure, and it could even be associated to a lower 
probability of developing a comparative advantage in new products. Finally, a low import 
density might favor within-country production, because it could provide a space sheltered 
from international competition that could lead to the emergence of a strong national sector.

Analogous to what we have done for density, in Figure 3 we present the probability of 
developing a comparative advantage in a new product (five years later) for different import 
density ranges in the EU (a) and ENP (b) case, respectively. The results are quite striking. 
In the EU case, the probability of developing a comparative advantage in a new product 
increases strongly with import density. However, in the ENP case, the pattern is far less clear, 
and the highest probability peak is at very low levels of import density. This suggests that the 
mechanisms we have mentioned before might have different strengths in different groups of 
countries, which will be investigated below.

All the results presented so far are descriptive in nature. Therefore, we have to perform 
more formal tests to validate them.

(7) In this case, we exclude from the analysis the islands (Cyprus and Malta).
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Figure 1. Probability of developing a comparative advantage in a new product (five years later) for 
different density ranges in the EU (a) and ENP (b) countries.

Figure 2. The relationship between density in products without a comparative advantage at time t and 
new products with a comparative advantage at time t + 5 in EU and ENP countries, with t = 1995 (a), 
t = 2000 (b), t = 2005 (c).
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Following Boschma et al. (2013) and Hausmann and Klinger (2007), we estimate the 
following equation:

   

(5)

where the dependent variable takes value 1 if country c has a comparative advantage in 
product i at time t + 5, and zero otherwise, di,c,t denotes the density around product i in 
country c at time t, idi,c,t denotes import density8 around product i in country c at time t, ENP 
is a dummy variable that takes value 1 if the country belongs to the European Neighbourhood 
Policy group, and zero if it belong to the European Union, and X is a vector of country-year 
and product-year dummy variables, which control for any time-varying country or product 
characteristic. Both density and import density are normalized by subtracting the mean and 
dividing by the standard deviation.

Since we are interested in diversification, we distinguish between the effect of density 
and import density on keeping a comparative advantage in a product that is already part of the 
productive structure of a country and actual diversification, that is developing a comparative 
advantage in a product that was not part of the productive structure of a country: the coefficient 

o
dβ  ( o

idβ ) captures the impact of density (import density) in keeping a comparative advantage 

Figure 3. Probability of developing a comparative advantage in a new product (five years later) for 
different import density ranges in the EU (a) and ENP (b) countries.

(8) Since import density is strongly correlated with density (because of the correlation between imports 
and exports) we include in the regression not the raw import density indicator, but the residuals of an 
ancillary regression of import density on density.
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in product i, and the coefficient n
dβ  ( n

idβ ) captures the impact of density (import density) 
in developing a comparative advantage in a new product. The δ coefficients capture the 
existence of any difference in the impact of density and import density across EU and ENP 
countries. The model is estimated using OLS with country-clustered standard errors.

We include in the model the lagged dependent variable (with a 5 years lag9), as the process 
exhibits strong persistence (Keele and Kelly, 2006). Including a lagged dependent variable in 
a fixed effects panel might result in severe bias (Arellano and Bond, 1991): this is due to the 
fact that fixed effects are computed over time periods, and therefore are correlated with time 
shocks in the error. This does not apply to our model: country-year fixed effects are computed 
over products, and product-year fixed effects are computed over countries. Therefore, they 
are not correlated with time shocks in the error. However, as a robustness check, we also 
estimate separate models for keeping a comparative advantage and developing a comparative 
advantage, in which the lagged dependent variable is not included.10

Results are presented in Table 1. Model 1 shows that both density and import density 
have a positive effect on both keeping a comparative advantage in a current product and 
developing a comparative advantage in a new product. However, consistently with previous 
findings in the literature, the former effect is stronger than the latter: both density and import 
density play a larger role in keeping a comparative advantage than in developing a new one. 
In model 2, we introduce the interaction effects: the results show that density has a stronger 
impact in the ENP countries, and this holds in the case of both current products and new 
ones. However, the impact of import density on keeping current comparative advantage is 
similar across the two groups of countries (the interaction effect is not significantly different 
from zero). Finally, while import density plays an important role in the development of a 
comparative advantage in new products in EU countries, it has no importance in the case of 
the ENP group, suggesting that the difference in the mechanisms behind import density refers 
specifically to the creation of a comparative advantage in new products (diversification) 
rather than to the retention of existing products. The robustness checks (Model 3 and 4) 
estimating the separate models qualitatively confirm these outcomes.

Results presented in Table 1 show that both our theoretical claims hold: the impact of 
relatedness as measured by density differs across different groups of countries (EU and ENP), 
and imports in a country also play a role. However, the relevance of trade relationships might 
not be captured only by our measure of import density: therefore, we refine our analysis by 
introducing in the model also indicators referring to the productive structure of trade partners. 
Whatever the measure we use, there are two reasons why the productive structure of trade 
partners might affect the evolution of the productive structure of a country. First, the presence 
of a comparative advantage signals the centrality of a product in the productive structure of a 
country: this provides the opportunity and the incentive for trade partners to keep active and 
even strengthen the trade relationships around the product. Second, a comparative advantage 
also signals the existence and the widespread diffusion of the capabilities required for a 
product: trade relationships with partners where these capabilities are strong enough might 
provide important learning opportunities.

The model we estimate is analogous to the one in equation (5), where we disentangle 
the effect of density and import density on keeping a comparative advantage in existing 
products and developing a comparative advantage in new products. To this model, we add 
the comparative advantage indicator of the most preferred origin and the most preferred 

(9) All results are analogous adopting a three-year lag structure. As expected, reducing the lag the 
coefficient of the lagged variable increases in size, and the coefficients of all other explanatory 
variables decrease in size.
(10) Notice that in this case some bias can occur because country-year and product-year fixed effects 
are not estimated correctly.
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Table 1. Determinants of having a comparative advantage in the future.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Model LPM LPM LPM LPM

D.V. CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5

CAt 0.531** 0.527**

(0.0157) (0.0182)

Density on current 0.248** 0.236** 0.322**

(0.0152) (0.0144) (0.0286)

Density on new 0.19** 0.165** 0.163**

(0.0132) (0.0114) (0.0089)

Import density on current 0.044** 0.056** 0.08**

(0.0109) (0.01) (0.0119)

Import density on new 0.021* 0.035** 0.029**

(0.009) (0.0079) (0.0058)

ENP * density on current 0.088* 0.214**

(0.0379) (0.0602)

ENP * density on new 0.083** 0.053**

(0.019) (0.0188)

ENP * Imp. density on current −0.029 −0.011

(0.024) (0.0377)

ENP * Imp. density on new −0.039** −0.017*

(0.0109) (0.0085)

Observations 156,366 156,366 33,762 122,604

Adjusted R2 0.5214 0.5223 0.2577 0.0951

Country-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All models include country-year and product-year 
dummy variables.
**,* statistically significant at .01 and .05, respectively.

destination and the corresponding ENP interactions (Model 1 of Table 2). In Model 4, 
instead, we use the weighted indicators described in the methodology section. As before, we 
also report results from models estimating separately the effect on keeping a comparative 
advantage and developing a comparative advantage (Model 2, 3, 5, 6).

The first result that can be extracted from Table 2 is that once we introduce the densities 
of trade partners the main effects and the ENP interaction effects are analogous to those 
emerging from the previous specification. This was not obvious, as they could capture effects 
similar to those already revealed by the import density of the focal country. Second, in both the 
most preferred country and the weighted specification, destination countries have a positive 
and significant effect on both the probability of keeping a comparative advantage and the 
probability of developing a comparative advantage in a new product. Third, the impact of 
origin countries is not stable across specifications: there is a positive and significant effect 
on keeping a product in the baseline models (1 and 4), which does not hold in the separate 
models (2 and 5); moreover, in models 3 and 6 there is a positive and significant effect of 
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Table 2. The effects of most preferred countries and weighted comparative advantage.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Model LPM LPM LPM LPM LPM LPM
D.V. CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5

Most preferred countries Weighted trade links
CAt 0.493** 0.465**

(0.0178) (0.02)
Density on current 0.228** 0.316** 0.225** 0.312**

(0.0163) (0.0277) (0.0167) (0.0273)
Density on new 0.161** 0.157** 0.159** 0.0153**

(0.0118) (0.0092) (0.0118) (0.0092)
Import density on current 0.051** 0.075** 0.046** 0.071**

(0.0102) (0.0188) (0.0105) (0.0188)
Import density on new 0.031** 0.026** 0.028** 0.023**

(0.0078) (0.0057) (0.0076) (0.0056)
CAt of destination 0.04** 0.028** 0.068** 0.063**

on current (0.0074) (0.072) (0.0134) (0.0155)
CAt of destination 0.018** 0.021** 0.034** 0.038**

on new (0.0029) (0.0026) (0.0065) (0.0059)
CAt of origin 0.03* 0.004 0.073** 0.014
on current (0.0129) (0.0092) (0.0206) (0.0171)
CAt of origin −0.001 0.008* −0.0002 0.019**

on new (0.0038) (0.0031) (0.0058) (0.005)
ENP * density on current 0.089* 0.213** 0.09* 0.212**

(0.0382) (0.0601) (0.0381) (0.0596)
ENP * density on new 0.08** 0.053** 0.084** 0.055**

(0.0161) (0.0186) (0.0168) (0.0185)
ENP * imp. density on current −0.025 −0.006 −0.022 −0.0002

(0.0233) (0.0373) (0.0233) (0.038)
ENP * imp. density on new −0.035** −0.015+ −0.031** −0.012

(0.011) (0.0084) (0.011) (0.0082)
ENP * CAt of destination −0.01 −0.018 −0.026 −0.045+

on current (0.0157) (0.0154) (0.0246) (0.0265)
ENP * CAt of destination −0.01+ −0.007 −0.025** −0.02*

on new (0.0053) (0.0049) (0.0087) (0.0081)
ENP * CAt of origin 0.012 0.003 0.009 0.004
on current (0.023) (0.0165) (0.0301) (0.0253)
ENP * CAt of origin 0.0001 0.001 −0.002 −0.003
on new (0.0058) (0.004) (0.0086) (0.0057)
Observations 156,366 33,762 122,604 156,366 33,762 122,604
Adjusted R2 0.5232 0.2583 0.0961 0.5235 0.2586 0.0965

Country-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All models include country-year and product-year 
dummy variables.
**.*,+ Statistically significant at .01, .05 and .10 percent, respectively.
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origin countries on diversification that was not present in the baseline models. Fourth, the 
effect of destination countries on diversification does not hold in the case of ENP countries. 
Taken together, these results strongly suggest that opportunities and incentives mechanisms 
are at work here: they are more powerful in keeping existing products than in developing new 
ones, and they are also less affected by the peculiar characteristics of the countries. However, 
some learning-by-exporting effect is also evident, although only in the case of more developed 
countries, signaling the importance of absorptive capabilities.

As it is well known, trade relations are affected by many variables, including geographical 
proximity, and cultural and historical relations. Therefore, our results on the role of import 
density and trade partners might be driven by these factors, and not by the trade relation in 
itself. So, to the previous model11 we add the indicator of geographical and colonial links, and 
their interactions with the ENP dummy.

Results are presented in Table 3. For the geographical effects, we distinguish between 
contiguous countries (Models 1 to 3) and the nearest four countries (Models 4 to 6), as 
described in the methodology section. The main effects of both geographical and institutional 
control variables are positive and significant. In some specifications, the effect of colonial 
links differs across EU and ENP countries: with some precaution, we might say that only 
the former colonizers are able to exploit the colonial links, while for the colonies it does not 
provide any advantage for the evolution of the productive structure. The effects for all other 
explanatory variables are analogous to those obtained in the previous specifications.

Conclusions
In this article, we investigated the process of diversification in EU and ENP countries by using 
the proximity approach developed by Hausmann, Hidalgo and Klinger. Our results confirm 
the path-dependence in the diversification process: all analyzed countries tend to diversify into 
new industries that are related to their current productive structure, because they can exploit the 
existing capabilities. However, the effect of density is much stronger in the case of ENP countries, 
signaling the prominence of different types of resources and capabilities: EU countries are also able 
to diversify into less related industries because of more general resources and capabilities (such 
as infrastructure or institutions), while ENP countries have to rely much more on the relatedness 
between products and the specific resources and capabilities necessary to produce them.

Moreover, we also show that imports have an impact on the trajectory of the productive 
structure of countries, provided that absorptive capabilities exist. In our sample, only EU 
countries are able to diversify into sectors related to their imports. The productive structure 
of trade partners—in particular of destination countries—has a lower impact on the 
diversification process in countries: it provides economic incentives to both EU and ENP 
countries to keep producing in existing sectors that are related to what their partners do, and 
it also offer learning opportunities from the exports, at least in the case of EU countries.

We also show that geographical proximity matters in affecting the diversification process: 
countries have a higher probability to keep or develop a product if a neighbor already has a 
comparative advantage in it. A similar result holds in the case of colonial links. However, our 
main results hold even after controlling for these geographical and institutional variables that 
could affect trade relationships.

All results contribute to the literature on country diversification by showing that, although 
path dependence matters, there is still the possibility that the network of relations in which 
countries are embedded might change the direction and the intensity of diversification. 
Further research should look more specifically at the links between countries, by considering 

(11) We only present results with the weighted indicator of trade partners. Results are analogous when 
using the other most preferred country indicator.
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Table 3. The role of geographic and institutional variables.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Model LPM LPM LPM LPM LPM LPM

D.V. CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5 CAt+5

Continuous neighbors Nearest four neighbors

CAt 0.482** 0.468**

(0.0212) (0.0202)

Density on current 0.201** 0.287** 0.213** 0.291**

(0.0165) (0.0248) (0.0156) (0.0238)

Density on new 0.148** 0.145** 0.147** 0.144**

(0.0101) (0.0092) (0.0106) (0.0091)

Import density on current 0.038** 0.071** 0.045** 0.074**

(0.0106) (0.0177) (0.0107) (0.0173)

Import density on new 0.03** 0.022** 0.027** 0.021**

(0.0068) (0.0059) (0.0073) (0.0056)

(Weighted) CAt 0.058** 0.05** 0.058** 0.047**

of destination on current (0.0142) (0.0148) (0.0128) (0.0144)

(Weighted) CAt 0.029** 0.036** 0.027** 0.034**

of destination on new (0.0074) (0.0067) (0.0065) (0.0058)

(Weighted) CAt 0.077** 0.002 0.07** 0.007

of origin on current (0.0198) (0.0181) (0.0208) (0.0178)

(Weighted) CAt −0.007 0.019** −0.005 0.017**

of origin on new (0.007) (0.0057) (0.006) (0.005)

ENP * density on current 0.103** 0.222** 0.092* 0.222**

(0.0384) (0.0568) (0.0375) (0.0599)

ENP * density on new 0.083** 0.053** 0.087** 0.055**

(0.0145) (0.0178) (0.0159) (0.0177)

ENP * imp. density on current −0.017 −0.002 −0.024 −0.008

(0.0226) (0.037) (0.0229) (0.0385)

ENP * imp. density on new −0.036** −0.015+ −0.032** −0.012

(0.01) (0.0081) (0.0107) (0.008)

ENP * (Weighted) CAt −0.02 −0.034 −0.02 −0.036

of destination on current (0.0259) (0.0277) (0.025) (0.028)

ENP * (Weighted) CAt −0.021* −0.019* −0.021* −0.017*

of destination on new (0.0096) (0.009) (0.0087) (0.0082)

ENP * (Weighted) CAt −0.005 0.009 0.007 0.005

of origin on current (0.0301) (0.026) (0.0308) (0.0254)

ENP * (Weighted) CAt 0.003 −0.005 −0.0004 −0.004

of origin on new (0.0092) (0.006) (0.0087) (0.0058)

(Continued)
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more specific types of cultural relationships. Moreover, what is still missing in our analysis 
is a detailed account of why differences between countries in terms of general resources and 
capabilities exist and persist over time. Institutions like laws, customs, habits, and traditions 
might matter in this respect, as these have an impact on the incentives, frameworks, ideas, 
and behaviors of individuals and organizations. Some institutions directly favor or hinder the 
emergence of innovations (Lipsey, 2009; von Tunzelmann, 2003). There is actually a strong 
consensus on the role that institutions play in determining innovation and competitiveness of 
countries (see e.g. Cantwell, 2005; Lundvall, 1992; Menzel and Kammer, 2012) and regions 
(see e.g. Cooke et al., 1997; Crescenzi and Rodríguez-Pose, 2011; Storper, 1995). Therefore, 
we need to assess the impact of country- and region-specific institutions on the process of 
diversification (Boschma and Capone, 2015), and how that has affected the differences in 
the nature of diversification between EU countries (into less related industries) and ENP 
countries (into more related products). This can be done only partly by quantitative analyses 
using secondary data. Instead, qualitative comparative case studies are needed to gain 
insights into the role of (public, private, collective) agents and institutional change in the 
diversification process.

Drawing policy implications is a very delicate exercise with respect to the analysis 
conducted so far. The most striking characteristic emerging from the study of the product space 
and the diversification process of countries is the strong path-dependence: the productive 
structure of the past keeps exerting its influence many years later, and the position of countries 
in the product space is very stable over the whole period under analysis. Therefore, policy 
interventions should take into account that effects might display only over a long time period.

Our results show that in the case of ENP countries, product relatedness measured through 
density has a stronger effect both in keeping a comparative advantage in existing products 
and in diversifying into new products. Policy aimed at improving and speeding up the 
diversification process should consider that in these countries, this could be obtained mostly 
by favoring the development of related sectors. Directly favoring the creation of very distant 
industries might result in severe failures, since the lack of necessary supporting infrastructure 
and institutions may doom these initiatives before positive diffusion effects may occur. 
However, together with these interventions focused on nearby industries, policy makers might 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

CAt neighbor 0.012* 0.027** 0.002 0.013** 0.023** 0.007*

(0.0049) (0.0091) (0.0052) (0.0033) (0.0079) (0.0037)

ENP * CAt neighbor 0.012 0.021 0.014* 0.008 0.021 0.005

(0.0076) (0.0248) (0.0069) (0.0061) (0.0196) (0.0058)

CAt colonial link 0.017** 0.02* 0.015** 0.016** 0.021* 0.012**

(0.0039) (0.0086) (0.0055) (0.0038) (0.0085) (0.0045)

ENP * CAt colonial link −0.016* −0.015 −0.015* −0.014* −0.015 −0.011

(0.0067) (0.02) (0.0076) (0.0069) (0.0187) (0.007)

Observations 145,197 32,121 113,076 152,643 32,952 119,691

Adjusted R2 0.5341 0.2627 0.1021 0.5266 0.2632 0.0979

Country-clustered standard errors in parentheses. All models include country-year and product-year 
dummy variables.
**.*,+ statistically significant at .01, .05 and .10 percent, respectively.

Table 3. Continued
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also consider actions aimed at improving the quality of the supporting institutions. Creating 
an environment where firms can emerge and grow more easily or returns from innovation can 
be better appropriated, might provide stronger incentives and opportunities for diversification 
even in very far products and therefore boost the future growth of countries.

Our findings on the role of imports and trade partners provide also important insights. 
While imports provide powerful incentives for both EU and ENP countries to keep producing 
in existing sectors where they already have comparative advantage, learning effects are 
circumscribed only to EU countries. In the ENP countries, the availability of a wider variety 
of inputs or of higher quality products does not produce positive effects, because of the lack 
of institutions, capabilities and probably demand. This is also the reason why colonial links 
are not effective in driving the diversification process. Therefore, policy aimed at improving 
institutions might be very useful also in this respect. Moreover, our result on geographical 
proximity suggests that the development of new accession countries that are closer to the 
ENP countries might have beneficial effects on the ENP policy, and that the links that exist 
because of physical proximity should be carefully exploited. However, more specific policies 
might also consider trade flows as a whole in these countries: sectors opening to international 
imports should also be opened very soon to opportunities in exports, so to have the possibility 
to grow and support the diversification process of countries.

Finally, our results on the role of trade partners do not support any role for general  
trade policies, at least in ENP countries. These countries do not benefit from the existing 
productive structures and capabilities of their trade partners: although trade openness 
might have beneficial effects on countries, our findings suggest that it would not improve 
diversification by itself.
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